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Firstly I want to appreciate our professor for your decision to construct this course so
that I can learn some knowledge about Korean legal system. As a foreign student whose
task include not only the language and general politics and economics but also the other,
such as the legal system and the development, the law and the economic, the law and the
politics relation. I am from China, you know that it is backward in law now. But the law
become the master in the hand of adjusting the social order and person's behavior. In
addition to the point, the law begin to play a key role in one country's politics and
economics affair. In every country nobody can ignore the existence of law and nobody
leave the law even though one minute.
According the former what I said, I am eager to learn all knowledge of Korea's legal
system in this time in Korea. For limited about the time, I want to learn the following
materials.
I. The Legal System of Korea in brief, special in the development history, the
connection among the different law department, such as the Relation among the
Business law, the Economic law and the Civil law.
II. Emphasize teaching one or more law department, like the Economic Law , the
Business Law , the Criminal law in detail. On the other hand, I want to professor
describe the main content Korean Police Legal system if it is possible, m. Now in China
it is a new era to law. Because the Chinese style reform—Market Economics Reform
is lack of the control means in the beginning , the central government want to use
the law as the single hand to control and direct the

healthful development of this reform. For this reason, I want to professor can give me
some knowledge about how to control, direct and develop the market in Korea. There
do exist some successful experience and defeated case. IV. It is well known that
Korea is in IMF era now. Financial crisis leads to the increase unemployment, the
decline of masses' salary and the sharp reduction of GDP. The reason includes some
aspect, I want to know the reason about law. How to do can avoid the tragic play
occur again, the law and our lawmaker do what to get rid of it.
In general, as one of the four dragons in Asia, Korean legal system is so fascinating
that I want to see its true and beautiful figure. I think I will know more knowledge about
Korea legal system. More important than it, I will devote myself to improving the
conversation between China and Korea in the law aspect forever.
Thanks for your hard work!

